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Treppner Correspondence Course – Example Card Formations
Part 6:
To put everything altogether I will now present three different card formations, that we will
go through and interpret – just like the professionals do.
Card Formation 1
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The first card formation relates to a 45-year-old woman, her name is Claudia and she is
experiencing some difficulties with her business. At the same time, she is trying to being two
new endeavors. One is in the field of esotericism; the second ist that she would like to work in
journalism as a sports reporter. Her financial situation is important to her and she would like
to know if she is going to have to go to court to settle a business matter. She is in a committed
relationship and has no children.

First we will interpret the card formation in such way that we get an overview and a first look
at the relevant combinations. These can be the cards that have negative meanings, but also
those that are paired together with positive cards. We’ll start at the top left and work our way
down to the last row.
The first noticeable thing is that a woman (Serpent) receives a positive (Clover) piece of news
(Horseman). Then there is also a man (Dog) who wants to have a crucial (Paths) conversation
(Birch). This man, however, has a good idea (Stars) involving another man (Lord). A very
beautiful combination is Flower – Lily – Ring, which could mean a surprising contract (with
who knows what) is in store for the woman. Additionally, the danger during contract
negotiations is deflected, because the pointed side of The Scythe is facing away from The
Ring, but at the same time towards The Cross. This means that pain and sorrow will be cut
away by The Scythe. We can also see that the bright side of The Clouds is also facing The
Cross, which means that ambiguities will disappear completely. A little bit (Child) of money
(Fish) will bring some change (Storks) and recognition and success (Moon) for the advice
seeker (Lady). Furthermore, we see a businessman (Bear), who is either from far away or who
is taking a trip (Ship) and he’s bringing dedication and security in the area of business (Bear –
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Key – Heart – Anchor) and there will also be success and recognition tied in with that. Next, a
secret is going to be revealed (Mice – Buch) and it probably has something to do with some
sort of deception (Fox) with the authorities/officials (Tower).
That is just a rough introduction and overview of the situation. Those were all messages that
could be discovered independently of the person seeking advice or knowledge of their
situation. That is how I would always begin, if were in your place. After gleaning that
information, then you can move on to a move detailed analysis. First, we’ll get to Claudia’s
questions:




Will the difficulties related to business disappear? Will there be a court hearing, or
will the issue be resolved out of court?
Will I make a new start in the esoteric field – will it work out?
Will I be able to make it as a journalist or sports reporter?
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Again the card formation:

First, we will take a look at the business affairs and for that we need to find The Tower, as
Claudia is self-employed. And right off the bat, we run into The Fox. That shows that
something has gone wrong for Claudia and she is at a disadvantage. In the house
interpretation, The Tower is combined with The Cross – yes, there is some grief in relation to
her self-employement. The Tree is corresponding to The Tower, and advises that the matter
could take a while to resolve. The Ship and The Lord come into the scene in the reflection –
so there will be some good business activity with a man. In the knighted position, the The
Cross combines with The Tower—which is confirmation of the difficulties—and The Letter.
So, some news will arrive. In order to find out what kind of news it is, we look to the
interpretation of the houses, once again. Underneath that is The Ring, which means there will
also be a contract or a deal – but the corresponding card is The Coffin, which means that
something about the matter will make Claudia ill at ease. However, reflected are The Storks
and The Scythe—so this news will either be about a very sudden change or it is the
anticipated accusation from the other side. If you take a looked at the knighted cards, they are
indicating The Letter and help to shed some light about this news: Birch – Stars – Lily –
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Clouds – Anchor – Tower. It’s quite clear that the news is about independent work (Tower –
Anchor), but also about a hearing (Birch), whereby a court hearing is ruled out, because the
cards are not next to each other in the formation (Tower – Birch – Bear). At any rate, the
ambiguities will be cleared up (Clouds) and the news is sent by someone who means well
(Lily)
A court hearing isn’t foreseen, because there is no Birch to go along with The Bear and The
Tower, which would stand for a hearing. Also, directly next to The Tower is a secret in
relation to some kind of deception that will be uncovered. Once can say that Claudia doesn’t
need to worry about going to court and experiencing a loss, but that the whole process might
take awhile. Parallel to that she will also start a business partnership with a man. It’s unknown
if something more will come out of that, but it looks like the man is her partner, because the
primary male person card comes up for the topic.
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r

As you can see, dear students, there’s no need to go through all the combinations with
interpretation of the houses, reflection, corresponding cards or knighting—we just go through
the themes that interest us. You can fill entire books with interpretations about a single card
formation, but we’re only after the facts.
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Now for the next question: will Claudia make a fresh start in the esoteric field? Let’s take
another look at the card formation and get our answers right now.

The Stars stand for esotericsm and they are located between two men, and boxed in by The
Scythe and The Cross. Any worries will be vanquished and The Clouds with their bright side
added to the mix, are also a positive sign. However, in the house interpretation, The Coffin
pops up underneath, in the corresponding cards a strong partner appears (Bear) and reflected
are The Fox and The Serpent, knighted are Ring, Letter and House. The Fox causes worry,
because one has to either be on guard or very clever. For The Coffin in the house
interpretation, I would say the connection is still missing. Ring, Letter and House indicate a
nice contract. Does one have to look out for The Serpent because of the connection by
knighting? Let’s take a closer look at that.
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In the interpretation of the houses, The Serpent is in The Clover position and that is an
indicator of luck. Reflected, it falls on The Stars and The Bear. A-ha! A woman could
represent a strong partner in the esoteric field. Knighted, The Serpent lands by The Child, The
Storks and The Flowers – this woman wants a fresh start, brings changes and is very friendly.
The Fox, in this case, stands for cleverness. Good.
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Claudia’s last question was if she should work as a journalist or a sports reporter or not. Let’s
go back to the card formation once more and see what it tells us.
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The Park is isn’t boxed in so well, here. And The Book, even less so. Looking at
interpretation of the houses, The Park is in position of The Letter – a sign for writing and
communication. When reflected, we find the cards Storks and Cross. which mean change, but
is it fateful? The corresponding cards point to The Mountain – and well, that’s just a big fat
barrier and the knight? Here, we see The Lord, The Dog, The Ring and The Mice – all in all,
that doesn’t bode well for a contract or getting something done. Until now. Maybe The Book
will tell us more? Interpretation of the houses: Anchor, reflected: Key and Dog,
corresponding: The Clover and knighted: Lady – House – Ring – Cross. Ergo: Possibility is
there, but it’s going to take place behind closed doors, because The Park is by and large in a
negative location. From this you can assume that writing ability is there, but mostly are home
in a quiet room. The sports reporter also falls by the wayside, as The Horseman in
combination with The Park would be necessary, since that is the symbol for spot. However, a
getting a contract for writing and working at home is a possibility and the offer will probably
come from one of the two men.

It needs to be mentioned that the constellation directly in front of The Lady: Moon – Storks –
Fish – Child and underneath that – Ship – Bear – Key – Heart – Anchor. This could also
symbolize – very shortly – that a completely different occupation could be taken up by The
Lady. It would be an occupation that one really enjoys (Heart – Anchor)
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A woman is lovesick, because the man of her dreams is still married and is reluctant to get
divorced, since he’s already built a home and has children. In addition to this, he is a public
figure. Martina would like to know what is going to happen between the two of them. Will
Gerhard leave his wife and get together with her or is another man waiting for her?
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The same as before, the first thing to do is get a kind of general overview of the cards and use
our eyes to skim from the upper left of the card formation and find appropriate combinations.
Scythe – Clouds tell us that the ambiguities related to love (Heart) move out of the way.
Mountain – Mice reveals that barriers will be removed. The Fox next to The Lily says that
something in the bedroom isn’t going right. Ring – Anchor is an employment contract, Lord –
Ring – Serpent, indicates a man who is in a relationship, Flowers – Book – Sun mean that an
indefinite situtation will bring energy, Child – Owls represent two children, Ship – Storks –
Key – Moon tell us that travel is definitely going to bring a change in feelings. Yep, that’s
about it for now. So, how about we take a look at Martina’s questions.



Martina wants to know if Gerhard will leave his wife and get together with her?
If not, then is there another man waiting for her?

On the next page we will take a look at the big picture again, in relation to the questions.
.
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It’s acutally pretty pointless, in such an obvious card formation as this one, to ask the question
of whether or not Gerhard will leave his wife. The Ring is positioned quite stabily between
him (Lord) and his wife (Schlange). No card would be able to work in a destructive manner
against union (Scythe, Coffin, etc.). In the interpretation of the houses, The Bear is also
underneath The Ring and symbolizes a certain strength to this partnership. When we reflect
The Ring, then we see The Serpent and The Fox. He is still together with his wife, but there is
also deception. That is true since Gerhard is cheating on his wife with Martina (Lilie – Fox –
Ring). The confirmation can be seen in the corresponding cards, because that’s where Martina
is located (Lady). Gerhard is also connected to Martina. He likes her, that much is certain. In
the knight position The Ring is on The Heart, The Fish, The Coffin and The Horseman, The
Lady and The Owls – this could be a sign of a separation, but The Ring is closer to Gerhard’s
wife, so it is her love (Heart) that is being referenced. Also, Gerhard caught up with material
things, because The Fish (Money) are also by The Ring. Ring – Lady – Owls is a clue to two
connections – that is true, as well. Ring – Horseman – Coffin means a rejection in a question
of connection. This is referring to Martina, because further cards that there is obscurity in
relation to her love for Gerhard (Clouds – Ring) and he is turning away from the topic. The
Heart is also by The Fox, which indicates the wrong love – again, pointing to Martina. If we
look at The Heart a little bit closer there are a more conclusions that can be drawn. For
instance, it becomes apparent that The Heart, during the interpretation of the houses,
combines with The House – that stands for stability – but „actually“ for Martina; in the
reflection, The Heart combines with The Lord and The Moon, this certainly stands for a lot of
emotion and The Horseman in the corresponding cards also reveals that the promises of love
are real. In the knighted position, The Heart is next to The Mountain (love cools off), The
Ring (a love connection), The Sun (true feelings) and The Cross (a love with a lot of sorrow
and the end of a love). Gerhard isn’t a complete jerk, he likes Martina, but his wife as well.
And because he has children and a house, he is going to stay with his wife. He just met
Martina too late. If he were in a totally ramshackle relationship with his wife, then it would be
much easier to make the decision. Instead, he is going to choose the family – understandibly.
Because every new beginning is just that—new and exciting—Martina is going to have to let
go of Gerhard, wish him all the best, and break off the relationship. A good choice.
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So, now we’re to the question of whether or not another man is awaits Martina. Let’s take a
peek, shall we?
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Ambiguities in matters of love (Scythe – Clouds – Heart) will be removed. We already went
over that. A barrier related to this will be moved, as well (Mountain – Mice). Martina will
definitely take a trip somewhere, and this trip will provide some kind of change in her love
life (Ship – Storks – Keys – Moon). She will meet a stranger (Book) on this journey, who is a
charming (Flowers) man (Bear), who is self-employed or a civil servant (Tower). Through
this meeting Martina will be reenergized and happy (Sun). About this man: it can be said that
he is an optimist, as he combines with The Sun in the knighted position, but he is also a
smoker, because The Clouds also combine with The Bear in the knighted position. He is
active and likes change (Knight: The Storks). In the reflection he combines with The Dog and
The Flowers: he is loyal, friendly, and charming. The correspondence cards show a Tree by
him. Is he maybe a doctor? The Bear is located in the position of The Scythe in terms of
interpretation of the house, so maybe we can assume a dentist. Not bad!
A lot of things are happening for Martina. In the interpretation of the houses, she is in the
position of The Mice, which indicates doubt and loss. In the reflection, she is combined with
The Fox and The Serpent – yes, there will be some deception involving another woman. In
the corresponding cards and knighted position she combines with The Ring, indicating a
connection. Also in the knighted position we see Clouds – Park = no more meetings with
Gerhard in public and/or one last meeting with Gerhard in public, since another knighted
combination for Martina is Ring – Mountain (barriers in a connection), additionally there is
the combination of Storks – Clover = a happy change. Most likely with a new man.
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Heinz is a freelance photographer who hasn’t had a lot of commissions in awhile. He would
like to become more active professionally and would like to know if his efforts will be
fruitful. Also, he is single and would like to know if he is going to be alone for much longer.
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Once again, we’ll go through the card formation briefly to see which combos pop up. Cross –
Paths, that means Heinz is standing at a crossroads, he’s going to have to make a decision.
Dog – Owls – Serpent. A man (Dog) will have a telephone coversation (Owls) with a woman
(Serpent). Serpent – Coffin – Mice – Bear, a frightful situation will end for a man and a
woman. Scythe – Anchor, someone is going to lose some work and ambiguities will clear up
because of it. Key – Sun – Ship, a trip to southern parts is sure to take place or it could also
mean success in business matters (which could also possibly be true, because The Fish =
money, and are located above, but The Fox is nearby, so caution is advised). Tower – Child =
small independence; Storks – House, a change in the domestic situation takes place or a man
relocates and Lady – Clover – Brief, a woman will get a message that makes her happy.
As you may have noticed in the other card formations, there are a lot of little nooks and
crannies that I didn’t get into. For example, in this card formation: Dog – Owls – Serpent: a
man and a woman have a telephone conversation, one could mention that and try to pull more
meaning out of it. However, the questions of the person seeking advice should take priority.
Heniz wants to know if his new professional activities will be successful, we can already
confirm this from the general overview, but we will delve a bit deeper into it. To do so, we’ll
take a another look at the complete card formation on the next page, so that we can have the
cards right in front of our eyes while we are investigating.
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Heinz is standing at a crossroads (Cross – Paths) and that relates to a new project (Book), and
he has to become active (Horseman), he has success (Mond), but still has to deal with a
barrier to the public (Mountain – Park). This could be because Heinz is blocked himself,
because in the knighted position The Mountain falls directly on him, but also on to The Sun –
Heinz is full of energy. And it’s true, Heinz is waiting for a message, which is being blocked
by The Mountain, in the reflection. The project (Book) is being blocked in the reflection, and
subsequently Heinz himself, because according the interpretation of the houses The Mountain
falls directly on his person. This blocked message is supposed to be coming from a man (Bear
in the reflection combining with The Letter and The Book and in the corresponding cards with
The Mountain). Apparently, because of this there are also difficulties with a woman (Serpent),
that will be resolved (Mice). A lot of money (Stars – Fish) is awaiting Heinz, as well as
further discussions (Birch) with a man (Lily) and these discussions also involve The Dog and
The Serpent again – the business circle is closing. We can now reflect The Fish, knight them,
find their corresponding cards – and we only see good things about this future money. So,
we’ll save ourselves the trouble, because you are NOW far enough to see for yourself how the
system works. The area of business, everything is coming up roses. Now let’s take a look at
Heinz’s love life – the card formation will be displayed again on the next page.
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The first thing we do is look to see where The Lady is location. She is far away from Heinz
and does not yet have a connection to him. In other words, he doesn’t know her as yet. Now,
we look for The Heart. It is located in The Lily’s position in the interpretation of the houses.
So, so…love and passion are to be expected. In the reflection, paths and The Lady combine
with The Heart. A decision about love? Does Heinz actually know the woman already? In the
corresponding cards we see The Coffin with The Heart, that means that Heinz already had a
bout of lovesickness over this woman. In the knighted position, The Heart is next to Heinz,
The Moon (deep feelings), The Fox—be cautious—and it is by money, that means Heinz likes
material things, which is clear, as he’s always had to cutback on spending for financial
reasons. Let’s change to The Ring. In the interpretation of the houses, it falls to The Letter.
Heinz should excpect a message relating to love or a contract. Reflected, we see The Clouds
and The Moon—those are feelings, but also unclearness. In the corresponding cards, The
Horseman brings a message from The Lady about a connection—she is namely to be found in
the knighted position of The Ring, from which we can infer that it’s probably about his exgirlfriend, because the other cards in the knighted position are Scythe and Mice = separation,
but it is possible that this could be reversed. In the interpretation of the houses The Lady
combines with The Fish, which indicates that she likes money too. That’s a good match. In
the reflection, she combines with The Heart (and The Heart in the knighted position joines
with Heinz. Very good!) and The Coffin. She went through a big heartbreak (possibly because
of another woman, because Heinz combines with The Child (young woman) in the
corresponding cards. On the other hand, Heinz’s ex comes to The Paths (decision) in the
corresponding cards. In the knighted position, she combines with Lily, Anchor, Fox, and
Ring. This means that she cheated on Heinz, possibly with a man from work, but he is no
longer working at her company.
Result: Heinz meets up with an ex-girlfriend. She cheated on him, which is why he broke up
with her and he let himself be comforted by one of his ex’s friends. The Clover indicates that
The Child had a lot of access to The Lady. Perhaps nothing happened between this young
woman and Heinz. At any rate, his ex regrets her mistake and is pining after him. She will call
him and he must then decide if he can forgive her, which it looks like he can.
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